REFINITIV® EIKON
FOR METALS
PROFESSIONALS

Discover profitable insights
on the world’s metals markets

Changing metals markets create new opportunities. Are you going to see and seize them first?
Refinitiv® Eikon is the world’s most innovative desktop and
mobile application, delivering news, analytics and financial
data across asset classes globally – along with intuitively
designed tools that enable deeper discovery and collaboration
across the financial community.
• As global information flows increase in number and
complexity, we provide focused, timely, relevant news that
moves markets – plus insightful commentary that makes
sense of the issues.
• As the task of predicting future price movements grows
more complex, we’ve included the Refinitiv Metals Research
analyst team, adding forward-looking and historical insights
to our extensive fundamentals coverage.

• As online interaction becomes increasingly influential,
we connect you to key market participants via our Global
Gold Forum and Global Base Metals Forum.
• As your location changes, your access remains intact. We enable
you to work on your Blackberry, Android, iPhone or iPad – using
the lists and news searches you set up on your desktop.
It’s a combination that gives you unique market insight –
more relevant information in more usable forms, more
quickly – delivered via the industry’s most intuitive and
flexible user interface.
So, you can grasp exactly where the market is and where
it is likely to go – and act with confidence.

New opportunities, new challenges

Eikon puts you at the center of a dynamic trading community. It gives you the tools and information
to see beyond the challenges – to discover opportunities, then understand and execute them
better than the competition.
Metals markets are now impacted by a broader range
of events and developments than before, particularly
macroeconomic factors.

metal? In platinum, after several months of strikes in 2014,
will restocking cause prices to reach the levels many
had anticipated for 2014, or will 2015 be another year of
disappointment?

Widespread price volatility

Chinese property prices under pressure

Risk from macroeconomic and political events

Sluggish economic growth and macro events are causing
more market volatility than ever.
Uncertainty surrounds precious metals
The gold price consolidated for most of 2014 and forecasters
are mixed about its prospects. With interest rates forecast to
rise in the U.S., how will asset allocations impact the yellow

With the government less likely to step in with huge stimulus
programs, the Chinese property sector is increasingly likely
to witness volatile growth. How will this impact upon not just
industrial metals consumption, but also consumer confidence?
And how will this impact the country’s trade balance and how
the government targets spending in the future?
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Harness the power of news

Refinitiv is the world’s leading financial news provider, supported
by three key pillars. Reuters sits at the core of our news offering.
It’s combined with global third-party news coverage, made
accessible with advanced search and analytics capabilities.
Renowned for breaking news and market-moving scoops,
Reuters provides timely and trusted national and international
news to financial professionals around the world. Refinitiv
combines award-winning Reuters News with thousands of global
third-party news sources, providing even greater coverage
across markets, regions and business sectors. To ensure
our customers get the most from our news offering, artificial
intelligence and text analytics make it easy to find actionable
news and information of precise relevance.

Find trusted insights in a complex world
Refinitiv Metals Research provides independent,
forward-looking commentary and detailed technical analysis
of the key metals markets. Whether it’s a quick reaction to a
new development or a fuller article that unpicks the complexity
of major trends, the observations are supported by price data,
analytics and graphics – to give you deeper insight
and context.

Clear views create deep insight
All the data you need to succeed
See timely, accurate prices from every major
commodities exchange and trading venue
in the world. This is backed up by proprietary
over-the-counter (OTC) metals pricing, physical
data from the global shipping markets, FX
spot/cross and forward rates and global and
regional metals company equities prices.
Visualize new opportunities
Work seamlessly with in-house and third-party
data. Visualize it with dynamic charting and
change almost any chart feature with a quick
click to spot new opportunities.
Analyze immediately
Analyze the data quickly with a wide range
of purpose-built calculators, including
Regression Analysis, Metals Outrights and
Futures Spreads, 3D Volatility Charts and
more. Or transfer data instantly into Microsoft
Excel® for limitless analytical possibilities in a
familiar environment.
Find it fast – and flourish
Use our natural language search with
auto-suggest to go straight to the information,
detail and insight you need.
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Fundamentals

Research and forecasts

Easily access and customize our comprehensive
fundamentals data

Take profitable positions early with proven forecasting

Eikon provides a consolidated set of current and historical
metals fundamental data – giving you deep insight into both
the physical and futures markets.
Reduce the cost and time of sourcing and managing
fundamental data. Our data sets cover all known primary
aluminum, copper, zinc, lead, nickel, platinum and gold
operations – and they are all available in a normalized format.
A clear, intuitive interface enables you to drill down quickly
to explore by commodity or date and immediately view
meaningful graphs and tables, or download to Excel.

The evolving dynamic of the metals markets means uncovering
new opportunities is more complex than ever – staying ahead
of the market is critical. You can rely on Refinitiv Commodities
Research to provide you with independent analysis and
forecasting for the metals markets, keeping you in front of the
action and empowering you to act confidently.
Refinitiv Metals Research provides independent analysis and
research into the metals markets. Outlooks and forecasts
cover all key traded metals over a wide range of forwardlooking periods, plus historical analysis. So, you have deep
insight into the drivers of pricing and the opportunity to find
and compare prime investment opportunities.

Quickly visualize the metals supply chain
The interactive map provides a visual representation of the key
factors that affect the supply chain and impact prices. You can
see over 350 mines and projects, with detailed data on mine
profiles including production, operating and owning company,
operating cost, capital cost and cash flow analysis.
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Opportunity from community

With Refinitiv® Messenger, you remain connected to colleagues and the financial community.
Your conversations remain fully compliant and secure, even when working remotely. Plus, it’s
available free with Eikon.
With trusted contacts in over 30,000 firms, across more than 180 countries, this is your single
gateway to chat and share news, live data, charts and analytics, all via our hosted network.
You can also set up private chat rooms, where you can connect to groups of customers and define the agenda. Whether you want
to learn or lead, share or dispute, Eikon connects you.
Connect and collaborate in real time

Join our global forums

Engage in peer-to-peer or broader conversations with your
network of contacts. You can share live data, charts and
analytics in real time with other Messenger users for clear,
rich and constructive interaction.

The Refinitiv Global Gold and Global Base Metals Forums are
invitation-only chat rooms covering key market issues. Reuters
News specialist editors moderate the discussion, combining
top stories and commentary with real-time conversation and
interviews with expert guests.

A new benchmark
for usability

Find the information you need, fast

Search
Find information quickly using
natural language search with
auto-suggest

Essential data
All the data you need to succeed, including
real-time exchange, OTC, fundamentals
and data from third-party specialists

With Eikon’s intuitive natural language search, that’s what you
get. It gives you fast and intelligent access to data, analytics
and functionality. Type it, find it and work on it right away.

Intuitive
Easy-to-navigate menus and drop-downs

Trusted insights
from our research and
forecasts specialists
using a unique mix
of techniques and technology
Market-moving news
The most accurate,
timely and relevant
news from over 220
specialist commodity
Reuters journalists
Analytical tools
Visualize the market
with dynamic charting
and change almost
any chart feature
with a single click
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Seek more and profit more across
your entire enterprise

Eikon provides you and your enterprise with much more than our unrivalled metals solutions. It connects and powers the global
financial community with the principles of trust, openness and innovation.
We deliver comprehensive and unique news, data, analytics and insight. Our tools and applications filter and display information to
suit your workflow, connecting you with the broader financial community. We support pre- and post-trade workflows to link people and
markets efficiently. Our infrastructure and services meet complex enterprise requirements and connect users, information and markets.
All this enables you to uncover deep insights and new ideas. It drives faster and smarter performance – and stronger profits.
You can access new, deep liquidity pools and execute trades confidently. You can manage compliance and proactively mitigate risk.

The tools for success
Eikon is purpose-built to tame the complexity of global commodities information. Whether you are
analyzing, advising or trading, there is a constantly growing set of tools that give you fast access to
the most comprehensive information set, in the most useful form. These include:
Reuters News

Reuters News has 3,000 journalists, including 220 specialists who cover the commodities markets in
detail; hundreds more cover the broader political, economic and macroeconomic news that directly
affects the metals markets. We have deep relationships with traders, producers, policy makers and
government officials.

Reuters Metals columnists

Thought-leading independent commentary, insight and technical analysis from our columnists, who
often challenge conventional wisdom and examine issues that have not been covered elsewhere.

Research and forecasts

Independent analysis of fundamentals and forecasts, as well as analysis of precious and base metals and
mine economics. Eikon gives you access to the full range of content, which is not available anywhere else.

Weather dashboard

Fast, comprehensive and relevant weather information for agriculture professionals.

Interactive map

View infrastructure, analyze production and output, monitor performance and track key impact factors,
such as weather and freight.

Forums

Our Global Gold and Global Base Metals Forums (available via Messenger and hosted by Reuters
journalists) offer a rich source of news, market insight, analysis and discussion.

Fundamentals database

Deep insight into physical aluminum, copper, zinc, lead, nickel, platinum and gold fundamentals,
as well as shipping.

Exchange prices

Detailed real-time, delayed and historical pricing from all the major commodities exchanges around
the world.

Cash prices

Proprietary OTC metals pricing sourced exclusively by Reuters editorial staff.

Specialist data

Key providers include Platts, Refinitiv Metals Research and Raw Materials Group.

FX rates

Extensive spot/cross rates, as well as major forward currency rates.

Calculators and models

Purpose-built calculators and models for metals trading enable you to input key values and see the
results immediately.

Charting

Clear analytical charts that focus on the exact details you need can be created in seconds.

Excel integration

Easily incorporate real-time, historical, fundamental and time-series data in Excel to create your own
models and analyses, which are automatically updated in real time.

Mobile access

Mobile and Internet solutions enable you to work from a home PC or laptop, or on your Blackberry,
Android, iPhone or iPad.
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Eikon

More connected. More informed. More intelligent. More open.
1 More market-moving news stories and exclusives
Because of our deep relationships with traders, producers, policy makers and government officials, Reuters News breaks the
stories that move metals markets time and again.
2 Clear commentary and unique insight
Our columnists are well known in the commodities community. They provide commentary, insight and detailed technical analysis.
3 Unrivalled commodities research and forecasts
The Refinitiv Metals Research team provides independent analysis and research into the metals markets. Outlooks and forecasts
cover all key traded metals over a wide range of forward-looking periods, plus historical analysis. So, you have deep insight into
the drivers of pricing and the opportunity to find and compare prime investment opportunities.
4 Global cash price data
Access to all fee-liable and non-fee-liable exchanges, with delayed and real-time data. Proprietary OTC metals pricing sourced
exclusively by Reuters editorial staff.
5 Global Gold Forum and Global Base Metals Forum
The industry’s most popular locations for commodity professionals to exchange ideas and find out what is being discussed
across the globe.
6 A new benchmark for search and usability
Natural language search and auto-suggest set the bar for fast and intelligent access to data, analytics and functionality.

Refinitiv is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure, serving over 40,000 institutions in approximately 190 countries. It provides
leading data and insights, trading platforms, and open data and technology platforms that connect a thriving global financial markets community – driving performance
in trading, investment, wealth management, regulatory compliance, market data management, enterprise risk and fighting financial crime.

Visit refinitiv.com/metals
@Refinitiv
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